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1. INTRODUCTION 
D. Gorenstein and R. Lyons [7] have recently proved a deep theorem con- 
cerning the structure of a finite simple group G of characteristic 2-type. Assuming 
that all proper sections are of known type and e(G) 3 4, they show that either G 
has 2-local subgroups satisfying strong embedding properties for some odd 
prime q, or else there is an element of order p, p an odd prime, whose centralizer 
is in standard form. In this paper, we solve one of these standard form problems. 
Specifically, we study groups which have the following properties. 
HYPOTHESIS A. G is a finite group with an element b E G of order 3 such 
that C = C(b) satisfies the following conditions: 
(Al) C has a normal subgroup L isomorphic to Sp(2n, 2), 7t > 4; 
(A2) C(L) has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups; 
(A3) nt2.s(G) = ms,s(C); 
(A4) (b) is not weakly closed in C with respect to G; 
(A5) If B* E Is,,(C; 3), then B* acts non-trivially on some 2-subgroup 
of c. 
Here &&C; 3) is the collection of elementary abelian 3-subgroups of C of 
maximal rank with respect to lying in a 2-local subgroup. 
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Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite group of characteristic 2-type with OS(G) = G 
and O,,(G) = (1). Ij G satisfies Hypothesis A, then G z Sp(2rz + 2,2). 
We remark that the definition of standard form by Gorenstein and Lyons is 
different from that stated in Hypothesis A. However the conditions of Hypothesis 
A follow easily from their result in our case. The crucial hypotheses are (Al), 
(A2) and (A4), although some progress can be made in the absence of (A4), as 
shown in Proposition 2 below. Condition (A3) is utilized in the fusion analysis 
in [4] to eliminate the case G g Sp(2n, 2) 2 Za . The hypothesis G = OS(G) 
eliminates the fusion possibilities occurring inSp(2n, 2) l Z, and in Sp(2n, 8) * E, . 
Conditions (A3) and (A5) in conjunction assure that q,s(G) = n and, in par- 
ticular, that O,(C) has odd order. If these conditions were not imposed, we would 
confront configurations of the form EY where Y is isomorphic to Sp(2n + 2,2) 
and E is an F,Y-module of dimension 2n+1 admitting b fixed point freely. 
The proof of Theorem A is divided into three parts. Our first objective is to 
analyze the fusion of b in C. This is easily accomplished as Sp(2n, 2) satisfies 
Hypothesis I of [4] so that Propositions 1 and 2 of [4] apply. We then use the 
main theorem of [5] to prove the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1. If G satisfies Hypothesis A and b E G’, then G contains a sub- 
group YE Sp(2n + 2,2). Furthermore, C (b) = (b) x L and [Y, O,p(C(b))] = 1. 
Applying Proposition 1 to the situation at hand, the main goal of our analysis is 
to verify that Y = G. Suppose for the moment that for b* E bf’ f~ L, we have 
C(bb*) = O,fC(bb*)) C,(bb*) where O,(C(bb*)) has odd order. Then by the 
structure of C,(bb*) and C(b), ‘t f 11 1 o ows that H((b, b*>; 2) = El,((b, b*); 2). Let 
t be a transvection of Y which inverts b and centralizes L. Then C,(t) = TL 
where T = O,(C,(t)) E E,p,+l , and L acts as O(2n + 1,2) on T. Since L 
contains a conjugate of (b, b*), we may use the previous remarks in conjunction 
with our assumption that G has characteristic 2-type to conclude that T = 
O,(C(t)). An easy argument now yields that C(t) = C,(t) and tY = tG n Y. 
At this point the hypotheses of Holt’s theorem [9] are satisfied and we have 
G = Y as required. 
The structure of C(bb*) is obtained by showing that C(bb*)/(bb*) satisfies the 
hypotheses of the following result, which is proved in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let H be a finite group with an element b of order 3 such that 
N = N((b)) satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) N = O,,(N)((b, t) x J) with Je Sp(2n, 2), n > 1, J 4 N and 
@, 9 E 2s. 
(ii) Let B, = (b, ,..., b ) be an E,, subgroup of J such that N,(B,) acts as the 
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monomialgroup on B, with respect to (6, ,..., b }. Hence, N,((b,)) = (bi , tJ X Ji 
with ji s Sp(2n - 2,2) and (bi, ti) E Zs. Then N(<b,)) = O,*(N(<bi)))NN((b,>)* 
(iii) IfB = (b, B,) then HH(B; 2) = (1). 
(iv) (b)H n N = (b). 
Then H = O,,(H)N. 
2. PROPERTIES OF Sp(272,2) 
Let V be a symplectic space of dimension 272 over K = GF(2) and set 
L = Sp( V). The object of this section is to present those properties of L which 
are necessary for the proof of Theorem A. 
Choose a basis (e, ,fi ,..., e, , fn> for Y so that 
(et ,ed = (fi A = 0, (ei ,h> = hj 
for 1 d i, j d n. Let Vi = (ei ,fi), 1 G i G nso that V = VI 1 V, J- ... J- V, . 
For A C (1, 2,..., n> let V, = (Vi: i E A) and let L, be the centralizer in L of V,$ 
where A’ = (1,2,..., n} - A. Thus L, acts naturally as Sp( V,) on V, . Moreover 
[LA , LB] = 1 if A n B = @ . Let KI be the symmetric group on (I, 2 ,..., n]. 
Then we may think of KI as a subgroup of L with the action of (T E KI on V 
given by 
e.” = e. z to > fl = fh 
1 G i, j G n. Note that L,e = L,, for A C {1,2,..., n}. In particular if (bi) = 
Oa(Li), 1 d i G ‘it and B, = (b, , b, ,..., b,), then B, s E,, and NL(B1) = 
(4 x L2 x *a- xL,)KIrZz~Zn. 
We want to verify that L satisfies Hypothesis I of [4]. Since C,(B,) = B, , 
Out(L) = 1 [3, 12.51 and (QL n B, = {(b,), (b,),..., (b )}, it suffices to show 
that B, contains representatives of all the conjugavy classes of elements of order 3 
OfL. 
(2.1) Let V be a symplectic space of dimension 2 over K = GF(2”), m > 1 and 
let p E Sp(V) be an element of order 3. Then there exist hyperbolic planes 
Hl , H, >..., H , of V such that each Hi is normalized by /I and V = 
Hl J- f4 -L 0-f I K, . 
Proof. We argue by induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial so assume that 
tt > 1. Suppose first that (v, vs) = 1 for some v E V. Then HI = (v + 08, 
va + ~8’) is a hyperbolic plane normalized by /?. Hence V = HI 1 H,I and we 
may apply our inductive hypothesis to the action of /3 on HII to obtain the 
desires result. On the other hand, if v@ = v for some non-zero vector v, then /3 
acts on the set V - <v)’ of cardinality / K la+--1 implies that us = u for some 
u E V - (v)l. Hence j3 centralizes the hyperbolic plane HI = <u, v) and we 
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may argue exactly as before. Therefore if the result fails, then (w, ~a) = 0 for all 
v E V and /3 acts fixed point freely on V. Let u and v ~ be vectors with 
(u, n) = 1. Then /? fixes u + us + 4” implies u + ~8 + ,a’ = 0, hence 
u = u6 + ~8’. Now 0 = (w + u, 05 + uo) = (et, ~8) + (08, u) and (~6, u) = 
(w, ~8) gives (0, uB> = (w, us”). But this contradicts 1 = (0, u) = (w, uB + ua”) = 
(er, us) + (w, 8) and the proof is completed. 
Using (2.1), we are able to prove 
(2.2) B, contains representations of all the conjugacy classes of elements oforder 3
OfL. 
Proof. Let p EL be an element of order 3. Then we may write V = 
HI 1 H, 1 ... L H, where each Hi is a hyperplane normalized by /I By 
Witt’s theorem [lo, Sect. 141, there xists 7 EL such that Hi7 = Vi , 1 < i < n. 
Hence ,P normalizes ach V, and this implies /PE B, . 
It now follows from the precedings remarks that 
(2.3) L satis$es Hypothesis I of [4]. 
We note one more important property of B, . 
(2.4) B, is the unique Es,, subgroup of N,(B,). Therefore NL(B1) contains a 
Sylm 3-subgroup ofL and rig(L) = n. 
Proof. The first assertion isaconsequence of [4], (2.7)] whereupon the second 
statement follows directly. 
We now enumerate certain 2-local properties ofL. 
(2.5) m&L) = n - 1. 
Proof. Using the theory of groups with a BN pair [3, Chap. 81 together with 
a result of Bore1 and Tits [2], we have that every 2-local subgroup is conjugate to
a subgroup of some maximal parabolic subgroup of L. On the other hand, 
representatives of the conjugacy classes ofmaximal parabolic subgroups of L are 
Pi = UiMi , 1 < i < u where U, = O,(Pi) and Mg z SLi(2) X Sp(2(u - i), 2). 
An easy calculation using (2.4) then yields m&Pi) < n - 1,3 < i < n whereas 
+MJ = mz.dP2) = n - 1. 
Aschbacher and Seitz [l] have given a complete description of the conjugacy 
classes ofinvolutions ofL together with the structure ofthe centralizers of the 
involutions of L. The following results may be easily deduced from their work. 
(2.6) Let z be an involution f L and assume n > 3. Then some conjugate ofz 
centralizes b, OT b,b, .
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Proof. By ([I], (7.6)), x centralizes an element /3 of order 3 such that 
dim( [ V, p]) = 2 or 4. S ince /3 is conjugate to an element of B, by (2.2), it follows 
that /3 is conjugate to b, or b,6, proving the result. 
(2.7) Let t be a transvection of L. Then CL(t) = TJ where T = O,(C,(t)) E 
EZPn--l and J acts faithfully asO(2n - 1,2) on T. 
Proof. This follows by direct matrix calculations. 
3. THE PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 
We assume throughout this section that H is a minimal counterexample to 
Proposition 2. By (iii), O,,(H) h as odd order, whence O,,(H) = (1). We set 
C = C,(b), B = (b, B,). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be any subgroup of H containing (b). Let b E P E Syl,(M). 
Then 
(a) (b)H n P = (b). 
(b) N,(<b)) controls M-fusion of C,((b)). 
Proof. (a) As (b>H n C = (b) by (iv), (b)H n C,(b) = (b). Thus (b) _C Z(P), 
whereupon P _C C and the result follows. 
(b) Suppose x, y E C n M and g E M with XB = y. Since 1 = [b, x]” = 
[bg, y] and b E C,(y), there exists g, E C,(y) such that 
{b, bggl> _C P E Syl,(C,(y)). 
Then by (a), (b) = (b)g% Hence xggr = y and gg, E N,((b)) as required. 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) K = F*(H) is simple. 
(b) rfn = 1, then K = H. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that O,(H) # 1. If b E O,(H), then by 3.1(a), (b) a H. 
Thus n = 1 and b 4 O,(H). AS B n O,(H) g N(B), B n O,(H) = (b,) a H. 
Then H = iVH((bl>) = N, a contradiction. Thus K is a direct product of simple 
groups, each of order divisible by 3. By (iv), b does not permute components of 
K. Thus K has at most two components and each is normalized by Oa(N). 
Suppose that K = KI x K, . If n > 1, we may assume that (b) _C KI and 
(a,> C K, . But this violates (ii). Thus K is simple, if n > 1. If n = 1 and 
K = KI x K, , then by transfer, 
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for i = 1,2. Thus BnKiaiV,(B) and, again, B n K1 = (b), B n K, = 
(b,), violating (ii). Thus K is simple in all cases. 
(b) Suppose B p K. As B r\ K 4 N(B), we may assume that B n K = 
(b). Then C,(b) = O,*(C,(b))(b) with 1 O,,(C,(b))l odd. Thus by a result of 
Fletcher, Stewart and Stellmacher [6], K is isomorphic to L,(p), L,(q) or U,(q) 
for appropriate q. Now the action of (b, , tI) on K implies that b, induces a 
diagonal automorphism of order 3 on K. Thus K has a multiplier of order 3, 
contradicting (b) E Syl,(K). Thus B C K. Since 1 Au+(B)1 > 2 by transfer 
and the Smith-Tyrer Theorem [13], it follows that 
N,(B) = WN,(B))((b> 9 x <b, 3 h>). 
Thus by chaise of H, K = H. 
LEMMA 3.3. n > 1. 
Proof. Suppose 71 = 1 so that H is simple by (3.2ii). For X C H, let 9(x) 
be the set of involutions which invert X. Let d = bb, . A result of G. Higman 
[S] asserts that if x is an involution of H, then at least two of the following three 
sets are non-empty: 
xH n x((b)), xH n JW,% xH n 9((b)). 
By transfer, C(d) has a normal 3-complement. Thus, by (iii), N((d)) = 
O(8,,),(C(d)) B(tt,). Hence (tt,) E Syl&V((d))), whence Y((d)) C (ttJH. 
Now (b) E Syl,(C(t,)) and (b,) E Syl,(C(t)). As (b) # &), t, 4 tH. As 
Y((b))H = tH u (ttJH, Y((b,))H = tlH u (tQH and 9((d)) = (ttJH, we have 
t = &tl = &I . This contradicts t, $ P. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let r = C@) where /3 = bb, if n 3 1 and /3 = b,b, OY bb,b, if 
n = 2. Then r = O,,(lJ(N n I’) where O,,(r) has odd order. In particular, by 
(iii), &(@,8>); 2) = J&A@, 8); 21. 
Proof. Let p = bb, and set I’* = N((bb,)) = r(ttl). Now 
N,(W) = <b, 9 tl> x J1 
with _T, g Sp(2n - 2,2) and (b, , tl> g &, . Set r* = I’*/O,,(r)(bb,). By 
(iii), O,(r) has odd order. We will show that l”* satisfies the hypotheses of 
Proposition 2. 
First (b)H n (b, b,) = (b) yields 
NT*@)) = N,*(W) = Os,(C)(<h $ x h>. 
-- 
Also (bi)H n (bb, , bi) = (bi) for i > 1 by (3.lb). Thus Np,((&)) = N,,((b,j) 
for i > 1. It is now elementary to show that r* satisfies the hypotheses of Pro- 
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psition 2. Hence, by the choice of H, we have (5) 4 r*. In particular, (6) ~j r 
and the result follows. 
If n = 2 and j3 = bb,b, or b,b, , then the same argument applies noting that 
C,(b,b,) = C,(bb,b,) = @Jr,) x (b&l, T) with (b,Z$, r) z ,Z’s .
LEMMA 3.5. tHnJ= 0. 
Proof. If not, then t E C(b*) for some b* E bH. Let PE Syl,(J) so that 
P* = (b*, P) is a 3-subgroup of C(t). As (b, P) E Syl,(H), P* E Syl,(H). But 
t E C(P*) and C((b, P)) has odd order, a contradiction. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let Mr = C(t,). Then 
%4,(@)) = OdC)(@, 0 x TlJl) 
where TJ1 = CJ(tl), T, z E+-I and J1 = 02’(CJ(bl)) e Sp(2n - 2, 2) acts 
naturally on T,/(t,) by (2.7). 
LEMMA 3.7. Tl is strongly closed in TIJ1 with respect toMl . Also XH n MI = 
xM1 for x any 3-element ofJ1 . 
Proof. This is immediate from (3.lb). 
LEMMA 3.8. N(T,) = O(N(T,))(N((b)) n N(T,)). 
Proof. Set C, = C(T,). By the Frattini argument, it suffices to show that 
(b) E SyI,(O(C,)). Since 
Ned@>) = OdC)(<b> t> x TJ, 
it suffices to show that b E O(C,). Assume not. 
As n > 2, we may set C,* = (C,, b,, t2) where (b,, t2) E ,Zs and (b,, t2) C J1 
by (ii). We claim that Ci+ = C,*/0(C,)T, satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2 
with n = 1. In fact, as 
(a> Nq(G>) = 02~(C)(<h i> x <h2 , f2>h 
(b) N$<~2>) = WN$<~2>N(<~~ 0 x (5, , f2>) and 
(c) O(C,) Tl is a 3’-group, 
it suffices to show that &;((6,6,); 2) = (1). This in turn may be proved by 
showing that if S # 1 is a 2-subgroup of C,* normalized by (6, b,), then S _C Tl . 
But S C C&(b) by (3.4) and as Co-Jb) = O,(C) x (b) x TI , we have S C T1 , 
as required. 
Now the result for n = 1 implies CF = (6, r) x (6, , i2). Thus b E O(C,) 
and the result is proved. 
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For the next four lemmas we shall assume that n = 2. Thus J g Zs and we 
shah use cycle notation to denote elements of J. Set b, = (1,2, 3) and b, = 
(4,5,6). Thus t, = (1,2) and Tr = ((3,4)(5, 6), (3, 5) (4, 6), (1, 2)). Set 
VI = ((1,2), (3,4), (5, 6)), V = (t, VI) and P = (T, V}, so that 
p E SYl,(W x J) 
and T, V are the two E,, subgroups of P. 
LEMMA 3.9. 
(9 t(5 6) # ~(5,6), t(l, 2)(3,4)(5,6) f ,dL 2)(3> 4)(5> 6
(ii) t(5,6) # d, 2)(3,4)(5,6), t(L2)(3,4)(5,6) f H(5, 6). 
Proof. Suppose (t(5, 6))” = (5, 6). Then [b, , t(5, 6)] = 1 implies 
[br*, (5, 6)] = 1. As (b, b,) E Syla(C((5, 6)), we may assume that x E C(b,). But 
this contradicts (ii). 
To show that t(l, 2)(3,4)(5, 6) # &l, 2)(3,4)(5, 6), first observe that 
(6, (1,3, 5)(2,4,6)) E Syl,(C((L 2)(3,4)(5,6))) and (L3, 5)(2,4,6) = Ah . 
Then we use the above argument and (3.4). 
Suppose that (1,2)(3,4)(5,6) = &(5,6). As <b, b,b,) E Syl,(C((l, 2)(3,4)(5,6))) 
and as [b, , t(5, 6)] = 1, we have b, E ,&, !I$,), contradicting (3.lb). Similarly, 
(5, 6) f ,d(L 2)(3> 4)(5,6). 
LEMMA 3.10. (b,) E Syl,(N(T)) and (brb,) E Syl,(N(V)). Thus T # HV. 
Proof. Suppose (b*, 6,) is an E, subgroup of N(T). Then b* acts on C&J = 
(t, (1, 2)). Thus by (3.5), [b*, C-,(6,)] = 1. But 
a contradiction. 
Similarly, using (3.4), (brb,) E Syl,(N(V)). As (br) # &b,), T # HV. 
LEMMA 3.11. VI a N(V), TI g N(T) and P E Syl,(H). 
Proof. Suppose (( 1,2)(3,4)(5, 6)N’T)) C TI . Then 
TI = (( 1,2)(3,4)(5, 6)N’T)> 4 N(T). 
Hence by (3.8) P E Syl,(N(T)). As T # HV, P E Syl,(H) and both T and V are 
weakly closed in P. Thus TI = TIH n T, whence VI = VIH n V. Hence 
v, 4 wq. 
On the other hand, if (1,2)(3,4)(5,6) N(T) !$ TI , then by (3.lb), (3.5) and (3.9), 
we must have (1,2)(3,4)(5, 6) = N~T~t(l, 2)(3,4). Switching to N(V) and using 
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the same fusion analysis, we must have that (1, 2)N(Y) = VI . Arguing as above, 
we get P E SyI,(H) and T1 a N(T), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.12. n 3 3. 
Proof. Suppose that n = 2. By (3.1 l), P E Syl,(H) and T contains repre- 
sentatives of all the C-classes of involutions of P. Also T is weakly closed in P 
and T, a N(T). Thus by (3.8), tH n T = {t}, whence tH n P = (t}. Then by 
the Z*-Theorem, t E Z*(H), contradicting F*(H) simple. 
We now set up notation for the remainder of this section. Recall that 
Mr = C(t,) and 
N,,W) = OdC)(<b, 0 x TlJd 
where T1 g E,s,-l and J1 g Sp(2n - 2,2) p reserves a non-singular symplectic 
form on T,/(t,). In particular J1 is transitive both on points and on hyperplanes 
of T,l<td. 
We may choose v E T1 - (tl) satisfying the following conditions: 
(tl , v) is the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of J. (1) 
& # Jv # Jtlv # Jt, * (2) 
C.,,((tl , v)/(tl)) = SK where S c Eza,-, , K s Sp(2n - 4,2), 6, E K, (3) 
Z(SK) = (x) of order 2 and K acts naturally on S/(x). 
We let VW = ((v, W(tJ)‘, a hyperplane of T,/(t,). Then (z) = 
CsK(V/(tl)) and, by (2), (z) = C,,(V). Thus we have 
~,Jl(v’) = T,(z). 
LEMMA 3.13. Let L = C(V). Then L = O(L){ T, z). 
Proof. First observe from (3) that b, normalizes V. Set L* = (L, bs) and 
E* = L*/V. It follows from (3.8), (3) and (4) that the centralizer in L* of -- -- 
(T,Z> has Sylow 2-subgroup (T,Z> and Sylow subgroup (bs). Since C&$.) -- 
is 2-nilpotent with Sylow 2-subgroup (T, Z} by (ii) and (4) the Frattini argument 
yields that IV&( F, z) is 2-nilpotent with Sylow 2-subgroup (T,.?!). Thus -- 
<T,Z) is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofI* and E* is 2-nilpotent by Burnside’s transfer 
theorem. The result now follows. 
LEMMA 3.14. T1 is weakly closed in NM,( T1) with respect to M, . In particular, 
NM1(T,) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of M1 . 
Proof. Assume that T1 # T,” C NM1(T1) with x E M1. By (3.8), we may 
assume that T,” C (t) x T1 J1 . Since [T1”: T,” n T1 J1] < 2 and T,” n TX J1 C 
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Tl by (3.7), it follows that T,” n Tl J1 = T,” n Tl is a hyperplane of Tl con- 
taining (tl). As all such hyperplanes are conjugate under Jl , we may assume 
that TIE n Tl = V. Therefore, (b”, Tlx) c L = C(V). As L = O(L)(t, T,, z), 
<b)w = (b) for somey E O(L). As xy E NMI((b)), TFy = Tl since Tl a N,+,(<b)). 
However O(L)Tfy = O(L)T,” # O(L)T, , a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.15. (b, t) x Tl J1 contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. 
Proof. By (3.14), it is enough to show that t, is 2-central in H. Let 
P E Syl,((t> x Tl J1) with Z(P) = (t, t, , o). Then [b3 ,Z(P)] = 1. Assume 
that xg = t, for some x E Z(P). As b3” n MI = b?, we have x = c(ba)tl. But 
C(b,) = O(C(b,))((b, t) x C,(b,)). Thus x = t, . Hence tlH n Z(P) = (tl}, 
whereupon P E Syl,(H). 
LEMMA 3.16. 
(i) (6 t> n -W) = (1) 
(ii) J C E(H) 
(iii) G(dV2) = O~2,2)GdV22)) CJ(V2) 
Proof. (i) As P = (t) x R E Syl,(H) with R E Syl,( J) and tH n R = o by 
(3.5), t # 02(H) by the Thompson transfer lemma. Let H,, = 02(H). Then 
iV n Ho = O,(C) x (b) x J, where b # *b-l and bHo n J = o. Thus by 
Thompson’s transfer argument, b 6 @(Ho). 
(ii) By (3.2a), K = F*(H) is simple. Since (t> x J contains a Sylow 
2-subgroup of H and J is simple, it follows from (i) that J C K. 
(iii) Let r = C,((b,b,)). By (i) and (ii), 
Nr(@, 9 b&a>) = O&r(bd)(<b, > b,)@) x J12) 
where Jlz = 02’(C,((b, , b,))) E Sp(2n - 4, 2) and 6 is an involution fJ which 
centralizes J12 and interchanges b,and b, . Since B normalizes Os(I’) and 
O,,(C,(b,)), both of these groups have odd order. Set r = I’/O,,(r)(b,b,). Then
Np(<li,)) = %((b,, = 02,(Cr(bl)) (<& ,8> x j12). We would like to apply 
induction to pwith (6,) in the role of(b), II2 as J, Br = (6, ,..., 6 ) as B and the 
subgroups {@a},..., <&X as {@A.., @,)I. A ccordingly, we must verify that 
Hypotheses (ii)- of Proposition 2 are satisfied. Since (bi) is weakly closed 
in (b,b, bi) with respect to H for 3 < i < n, Np((&)) = N,((b,)) = 
&@$(b,))((b,, 8) x CJ$&)) by Hypothesis (ii) applied to the structure ofC(b,). 
If H&; 2) # {l}, then B, normalizes a non-trivial 2 subgroup U of r. Since 
A E Syl,(K) and [b, R] = 1, there xists tzE K such that (b, B,*) is contained in 
a Sylow 3 subgroup of NH(V). But then [b, Blk] = (1) by (3.la) and since 
(b, , B,“) is then conjugate to B, we have a contradiction to HH(B; 2) = (1). 
Finally (6,) is weakly closed in a Sylow 3-subgroup of C&r), since otherwise, 
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by (23, (6, V,) = &A %) for SOme BE B, - (4 , Vd. But @I , WZ) 
contains two conjugates of (b,) whereas (b, b,b,) contains at most one, and we 
have a contradiction. Therefore the hypotheses of Proposition 2 are satisfied, 
hence by induction O,(IJ(b, , b,b,) a r and (iii) follows. 
We may now complete the proof of Proposition 2. We will obtain a contra- 
diction to the simplicity of F*(H) by showing that [t, E(H)] = 1. According to 
(3.15) and the Z*-theorem, it suffices to show that t is isolated in (t) x 1 with 
respect to (t, E(H)). If not, then by (3.5), there exists x E E(H) such that 
(TV>” = t for some 1 # T E J. By (2.6), we may assume that t centralizes ,6 for 
j3 E {b, , b,b,}. Since 1 = [TV, /3]” = [t, p] and J contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of 
E(H) by (3.la), we may assume that p E J. Applying (2.2) and (3.la), we may 
further assume that p” = #I. But this is in direct contradiction with the fact that 
t is isolated in its centralizer in C,,,,),,,(/3) by (ii) and (3.16iii) and the result is 
proved. 
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 
In this section, we operate under the assumption that G satisfies the hypotheses 
of Proposition 1. Thus G satisfies Hypothesis A with 6 E G’. Our goal is to 
construct a subgroup Y of G isomorphic to Sp(2n + 2,2). We will use the nota- 
tion set out in Section 2 for certain subgroups of L and for the action of L on its 
natural module V. 
As L satisfies Hypothesis I of [4] by (2.3), we are able to derive certain pro- 
perties of G which we proceed to enumerate. 
(4.1) C = C(b) = O,(C) x (b) x L where O,,(C) has odd order and m,,,(C) = 
m,,,(G) = n- 
Proof. Since Out(L) = 1, it follows from [4, (3.2)] that C = O,*(C) x 
(b) x L. To see that O,(C) has odd order, let B* E &-JC; 3) and let T be a 
2-subgroup of C on which B* acts non-trivially. Such a 2-subgroup exists by 
Hypothesis (A5). As [O,(C), 03’(C)] = 1, T _C O,(C). Therefore, if C = 
C/O,(C)(b) = & then B* normalizes ri” # 1. Since q,,(E) = n - 1 by (2.5), 
we have e(B*) < n - 1 whereupon ng(B*) < n. But n < m,,,(C) then yields 
nz,,,(C) = m,+,(G) = n. Finally, if B = (b, B,), then mJB) = n + 1 together 
with [B, O,,(C)] = 1 implies that O,(C) has odd order. 
Let B = (b, B,) and N = N(B). It follows from [4, (3.3)] that N determines 
fusion of b in C; that is B contains representatives of all the conjugacy classes of 
elements of order 3 of C and bo n B = bN A B. Using the notation previously 
established for NL(B1) and setting 6 = b, , we have 
(4.3) N=O,,(C)xM where M=(L,xL, x .--xL,)K~&~E,+,. 
Here K is isomorphic to the symmetric group on (0, l,..., n>, (bi> = O,(LJ, 
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0 < i < 7.2, NL(Bl) = (L, x -*. X LJK, with KI C K and K permutes the sub- 
groups {LIJ ,L, ,...,L,) according to th-e rule [Li , U] = 1 ;f iu = i; otherwise 
Lie = L, , u E K. Furthermore, N controls G-fusion in B. 
Proof. Let m = N/O,(C). By [4, Propositions 1 and 21, 
.m=(Z, XL, x *** xL,)K 
as described. Let M = 02’(N). We claim that N = O,(C) x M and M = 
(L, x L, x ... x L,)K. First observe that MC (N,(B,)N) together with 
[N,(B,), O,(C)] = 1 yields [M, O,(C)] = 1. It suffices then to show that 
M n O,(C) = 1. If not, then M n O,<(C) is a non-trivial (2, 3)’ subgroup of 
M’ n Z(M) and as such is isomorphic to a subgroup of the Schur multiplier 
of M/M n O,(C) s &+, z Z; . But it is easy to see using results of Schur [12] 
that the Schur multipler of Z,,,, \ ,?Zs is a {2,3} group and the claim is proved. 
Finally, by [4, (2.7)], B is th e unique Es,+, subgroup of P E Syl,(N). Therefore 
N controls G-fusion in B. 
We may complete the proof of Proposition 1 as follows. Let 
be a natural GF(2)- module for L with Vi = [V’, bi] a hyperbolic plane. Let 
(e, , fi} be a hyperbolic pair in V, . Define ei = eFli), fi = f p9i) for (1, i) E KI , 
2 < i < n. Then (ei ,fi} is a hyperbolic pair in Vi and KI permutes (e, , e2 ,..., e } 
and {fi ,f2 ,-.,fJ naturally. Define a symplectic space VZ V’ by V = V,, J- V’ 
where V, is a hyperbolic plane with hyperbolic pair {e,, f,,}. Define actions of K 
andLon Vby 
(0.1) 
e. = el , 
f p1) = fi 
e!O*l) = ei , 2 f !O*l) = fi z 2<i<n 
e0 “=e 0, fox = fo for x EL. 
We have thus identified K and L with subgroups T G &+1 and Sp( V’) in Sp( V). 
Let f : T u Sp( V’) 4 (K, L) denote this map with f 1 T and f 1 Sp( V’) isomor- 
phisms. As (0, 1) acts trivially on Vi for i > 2, [f (0, 1)) f (Sp(V,-,,,))I = 1. 
Thus by Corollary B of [5], f extends to a homomorphism of Sp(V) onto 
Y = (K, L). As Sp( V) is simple, this is an isomorphism. 
Finally, [M, O,,(C)] = 1 and [L, O,(C)] = 1 together imply that Y = 
(M, L) centralizes O,(C). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
The object of this section is to show that if G satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem A, then G is isomorphic to Sp(2n + 2,2). Under these conditions, G 
is a characteristic 2-type group satisfying Hypothesis A with O,(G) = (1) and 
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G = 03(G). In particular b E G’. Hence by the results of Section 4, G contains a 
subgroup (M,,5) = Y isomorphic to Sp(2n + 2,2). The proof of Theorem A 
then amounts to verifying that G = Y. Throughout this section we will utilize 
the notation set out in Section 4. 
In order to conveniently discuss the properties of Y, we extend the basis of the 
natural module V for L to a basis of the natural module U for Y as follows. Let 
U have a basis {ei , fi: 0 < i, j < n> where 
(ei ,h) = hi, (ei ,q) = (fi ,h> = 0 
for 0 < i, j < n and V = (ei , fj: 1 < i, j < n). Using this notation and 
setting b -= 6, , we have C,(bi) = (ej , fk: j # i # K) and [U, (b,)] = (ei , fi). 
(5.1) Let H = C(b,b,). Then H = O,,(H) Cy(b,bl) where O,*(H) has odd order. 
Thus H(<b, , b,); 2 = Hr((4, , b,); 2). 
Proof. We will show that f7 = H/(b,b,) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposi- 
tion 2. First observe that H n Y = (b, , b&-r) x J where T is the involution of 
K which effects the permutation (0, 1) on (0, I,..., n}, J = E(C,(b,)) acts faith- 
fully as Sp(2n - 2, 2) on C,(6,) = (ei , fk: j # 1 # k) and B n J = 
<b, , b, >..., b ). Since (bo)G n (b, , b,) = {(b&, (6,)) by (4.3), it follows that 
if N = N,((b, , b,)), then m = N,((&,)) = O,(C) x (6,) 7) x 7. Further- 
more B n J = (6, , 63 ,..., 5 ) and since (bi)G n <b,b, , bi> = (bi) by (4.3), 
2 < i < 71, it follows that i’VR((&)) = N,((bt)) = %% NH((bi)). 
To show that (bo)R n N = {(Ii,)}, assume not, and observe from (2.2) 
applied to O”‘(m) = (6,) x J, that (6,)” n B # ((6,)). But then by (4.3), 
(b, , b,b,) = &bi , b,b,) for some i satisfying 2 < i < n, whereas (b,,)G n
(b, , b,) = {(b,), <b,)} and (b&G n (bi , b,b,) = {(b,)). This contradiction 
leads us to conclude that (6,)” n m = ((6,)). An immediate consequence of 
this is that (6,) x J contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of ff. Therefore by (2.4), every 
Ezn subgroup of i7 is conjugate to B. This implies that H&?; 2) = {l}, for 
otherwise IdH(B; 2) # {I} against m,,,(G) = n by (4.2). 
We have shown that R satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2, hence -- 
Ei = O,(H)N. This in turn yields H = O,,(H) C,(b,b,) where O,,(H) has odd 
order. The final statement is easy to verify for if T E M(<b,, , 6,); 2), then 
[b, , C,(b,b,)] C O,,(H) implies that [b, , C,(b,b,)] = 1. Similarly, 
Lb,, > G(b,-%)I = 1 
as (b,b,) = N(cb,,)(b;lbl). Thus 
T = C,(b,) G-(6,) _C (02’(C(b,,)), 02’(C(b,))) C Y. 
We now turn our attention to the structure of C(t) where t is a transvection of 
Y which inverts b,, and centralizes L. By (2.7), Cr(t) = TL with T s E,z,+l and L 
acts as O(2n + 1,2) on T. 
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(5.2) C(t) = C,(t). 
Proof. Let S = O,(C(t)). By th e assumption that G has characteristic 
2-type, S = F*(C(t)), so that L acts faithfully on S. Since (6, , b,) CL and 
(b, , b,) = y(bl , b,), we have from (5.1) that S C Y. This implies that S C T. 
But L acts irreducibly on T/(t), hence S = T. 
We now consider the faithful action of C(t) = C(t)/T on the vector space 
W = T/(t) of dimension 2n over IF, . Since t acts irreducibly on W and is 
generated by a class of involutions which act as transvections on W, it follows 
from a result of McLaughlin [l I] that (EG) = SL( W) or Sp( W). Observe that 
C(t) n C(b,) = O,(C) x C,(b,) C,(b,) and that O,(C) = 1 as [O,(C), T] = 1. 
Therefore C&&i) = C,(b,). Since (EC%) = SL( W) is incompatible with the 
structure of Cz(6,) = CL(bl), we conclude that e a C(t). By the Frattini 
argument, we also have c<t) = LC’c~#,) = L and so C(t) = TL = C,(t) as 
required. 
Our strategy for showing that Y = G is to employ Holt’s Theorem [9] with 
respect to the action of G on the set 52 of left cosets of Y. In order to do so, we 
must verify that t fixes exactly one point of 52 and that t is central in a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(t). Then an easy calculation 
yields Z(S) = (t, s) where t # rs # .ts # ,J. Thus if tG n Y = tY, then not 
only does SE Syl,(G), but t fixes precisely one point of Sz as well: Hence the 
hypotheses of Holt’s Theorem are satisfied once we prove the following result. 
(5.3) tG n Y = tY. 
Proof. Suppose there exists 7 61(Y) such that T = ,t but T f yt. According 
to (2.6), we may assume, without loss, that 7 centralizes b, or b,b, .Let 78 = t 
for g E G. If [b, , T] = 1, then bp E C(t), hence by (2.3) and (5.2) bp E c(t)B1 .
But we proved in (4.3) that N(B) controls G-fusion in B so that (QG n B, = 
{<b,), (b,),..., @,a)). Th ere ore f there exists h E C(t) such that b;h = b, . In 
particular, this implies that 7 = c(a,)t. But C(b,) = O,,(C(b,)) C,(b,) and 
O,,(C(b,)) = O,,(C(b)) has odd order, then yields 7 = yt, a contradiction. 
Assume now that [T, b,b,] = 1. Arguing as before, we may show that 
T = c(b,a,)t. But by (5.1), C(b,b,) = Os4C(bIb2)) Cy(bIbs) where OdW&J) 
has odd order and this again yields 7 = ,t. This contradiction completes the 
proof. 
We are now in a position to quote Holt’s theorem to conclude that G = Y. 
The proof of Theorem A is now completed. 
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